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With COVID-19 still dominating headlines, influenza (flu) has been conspicuous in its
absence, especially during what is typically peak flu season. The U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) tracks influenza (flu) and pneumonia deaths weekly through
the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) Mortality Reporting System.
It also creates a preliminary estimate of the burden of seasonal flu, based on crude rates of
lab-confirmed flu hospitalizations. Such estimates are intended to give an idea of how many
people have been sick from or died from the flu in any given season — that is, except for
2020.
“April 4, 2020, was the last week in-season preliminary burden estimates were provided,”
the CDC wrote on its 2019-2020 U.S. flu season webpage.1 The reason the estimates
stopped in April is because flu cases plummeted so low that they’re hardly worth tracking.
In an update posted December 3, 2020, the CDC stated:2
“The model used to generate influenza in-season preliminary burden estimates uses current
season flu hospitalization data. Reported flu hospitalizations are too low at this time to
generate an estimate.”
They also added, “The number of hospitalizations estimated so far this season is lower than
end-of-season total hospitalization estimates for any season since CDC began making these
estimates.”3
Flu Deaths Plummet While COVID Cases Rise
In late summer 2020, warnings surfaced that there might soon be a “twin-demic” of flu and
COVID-19 that would decimate the globe.4 So far, this hasn’t panned out. In the U.S., the
CDC reported that the percentage of respiratory specimens submitted for influenza testing
that test positive decreased from greater than 20% to 2.3% since the start of the pandemic.
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As of September 18, 2020, they noted that positive influenza tests have “remained at
historically low interseasonal levels (0.2% versus 1 to 2%).”5 Further, from September 29,
2019-February 29, 2020 to March 1-May 16, 2020, the CDC noted a 98% decrease in
influenza activity.6
Similar drops have been observed worldwide, including in the Southern Hemisphere
countries of Australia, Chile and Southern Africa, which often serve as sentinels for
influenza activity in the U.S.
All three areas had very low influenza activity during June to August 2020, which is their
peak flu season. From April to July 2020, only 33 influenza positive test results were
detected in Australia; 12 in Chile; and six in South Africa, for a total of 51 positive tests. For
comparison, during April to July in 2017 to 2019, 24,512 specimens tested positive for
influenza.7
It was initially thought that the steep drops in influenza activity were due to decreased
testing, since people with respiratory symptoms likely received COVID-19 tests instead.
However, according to the CDC, public health officials have made a concerted effort to test
for flu, and even though “adequate numbers” have been tested, little to no flu virus has been
detected.
In Australia, meanwhile, they tested “markedly more specimens for influenza” this season
than usual, yet still detected very few cases of flu.8 So what happened to the flu?
CDC Tracking Combines COVID, Flu and Pneumonia Deaths
The “COVID” deaths the CDC has been reporting are actually a combination of pneumonia,
flu and COVID-deaths, under a new category listed as “PIC” (pneumonia, Influenza,
COVID).
Their COVIDView webpage, which provides a weekly surveillance summary of U.S.
COVID-19 activity, states that levels of SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, and
“associated illnesses” have been increasing since September 2020, while the percentage of
deaths due to pneumonia, flu and COVID-19 has been on the rise since October.9
As noted by professor William M. Briggs, a statistical consultant and policy adviser at the
Heartland Institute, a free-market think tank, in the video above, “CDC, up until about July
2020, counted flu and pneumonia deaths separately, been doing this forever, then just
mysteriously stopped … It’s become very difficult to tell the difference between these,”
referring to the combined tracking of deaths from “PIC.” They’re even using PIC to state
that cases are above the epidemic threshold:10
“Based on death certificate data, the percentage of deaths attributed to PIC for week 49 was
14.3% and remains above the epidemic threshold.
The weekly percentages of deaths due to PIC increased for seven weeks from early October
through mid-November and are expected to increase for the most recent weeks as additional
data are reported. Hospitalization rates for the most recent week are also expected to
increase as additional data are reported.”
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Did Masks and Lockdowns Stop the Spread of Flu?
It could appear that flu hasn’t just vanished into thin air but rather cases could be being
mistaken for COVID-19 — or even intentionally mislabeled as
To Read this article in its entirety, go to: https://www.lewrockwell.com/2020/12/josephmercola/why-has-the-flu-disappeared/
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LUCIFERASE

An Enzyme Called LUCIFERASE is What Makes
Bill Gates Implantable Vaccine Work — VACCINE
ID
https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2020/09/must-read-an-enzyme-calledluciferase-is-what-makes-bill-gates-implantable-vaccine-work-vaccine-id/
Bill Gates is building something that we call the Human Implantable Quantum Dot
Microneedle Vaccination Delivery System, and it is composed of multiple things.
Today we bring you ‘near infrared bioluminescence enzyme luciferase’ which is the
chemical that will make the quantum dot vaccination readable through a special mobile
device app.
That’s right, the enzyme that will light up Bill Gates Human Implantable Quantum Dot
Microneedle Vaccination Delivery System is called Luciferase, that’s what makes the
vaccination readable long after the victim has been injected.
With each passing day, it becomes clearer and plainer to those of us who are bible believers
that we are living in a very unique time period. So unique, in fact, that we just might be
witnessing the kingdom of Antichrist and the Mark of the Beast system being assembled
before our very eyes.
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US Patent
US20120251618A1
Delivery and formulation of engineered nucleic acids
Abstract
Provided are formulations, compositions and methods for delivering biological
moieties such as modified nucleic acids into cells to modulate protein expression.
Such compositions and methods include the delivery of biological moieties, and are
useful for production of proteins.
Images (14)

Classifications
A61K47/18 Amines; Amides; Ureas; Quaternary ammonium compounds; Amino
acids; Oligopeptides having up to five amino acids
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The Covid-19 vaccine isn’t even in the hands of most Americans yet and
already CNN is prepping the masses for the idea of a “vaccine
passport,” which it says could be needed to travel, and even “shop and
go to the movies again.”
“In order to do those activities, you may eventually need something in
addition to the vaccine: a vaccine passport application,” an article from this
week proudly proclaims. “Rest assured, the nerds are on it,” CNN playfully
writes, possibly hoping to distract readers from the idea of authoritarian
globalization with a joke or two.

WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM – GLOBAL RESET MEETING
MAY 18-21

Now is the time for a 'great reset'
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/now-is-the-time-for-a-great-reset/

Here's How Life Could Change In My City by the Year
2030
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"Now I can hardly believe that we accepted congestion and traffic
jams."
By Ida Auken - Member of Parliament, Parliament of Denmark (Folketinget)
11 Nov 2016
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/11/how-life-could-change-2030/

Welcome to the year 2030. Welcome to my city - or should I say, "our city". I don't own
anything. I don't own a car. I don't own a house. I don't own any appliances or any clothes.
It might seem odd to you, but it makes perfect sense for us in this city. Everything you
considered a product, has now become a service. We have access to transportation,
accommodation, food and all the things we need in our daily lives. One by one all these
things became free, so it ended up not making sense for us to own much.
First communication became digitized and free to everyone. Then, when clean energy
became free, things started to move quickly. Transportation dropped dramatically in price. It
made no sense for us to own cars anymore, because we could call a driverless vehicle or a
flying car for longer journeys within minutes.
We started transporting ourselves in a much more organized and coordinated way when
public transport became easier, quicker and more convenient than the car. Now I can hardly
believe that we accepted congestion and traffic jams, not to mention the air pollution from
combustion engines. What were we thinking?
"Environmental problems seem far away"
In our city we don't pay any rent, because someone else is using our free space whenever we
do not need it. My living room is used for business meetings when I am not there.
Once in awhile, I will choose to cook for myself. It is easy - the necessary kitchen
equipment is delivered at my door within minutes. Since transport became free, we stopped
having all those things stuffed into our home. Why keep a pasta-maker and a crepe cooker
crammed into our cupboards? We can just order them when we need them.
The death of shopping
Shopping? I can't really remember what that is. For most of us, it has been turned into
choosing things to use. Sometimes I find this fun, and sometimes I just want the algorithm to
do it for me. It knows my taste better than I do by now.
When AI and robots took over so much of our work, we suddenly had time to eat well, sleep
well and spend time with other people.
"They live different kinds of lives outside of the city"
My biggest concern is all the people who do not live in our city. Those we lost on the way.
Those who decided that it became too much, all this technology. Those who felt obsolete
and useless when robots and AI took over big parts of our jobs. Those who got upset with
the political system and turned against it. They live different kind of lives outside of the city.
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Some have formed little self-supplying communities. Others just stayed in the empty and
abandoned houses in small 19th century villages.
Once in awhile I get annoyed about the fact that I have no real privacy. No where I can go
and not be registered. I know that, somewhere, everything I do, think and dream of is
recorded. I just hope that nobody will use it against me.
RELATED BIBLICAL TEXTS
All Verses are in New King James Version, 1985 Thomas Nelson

Dan 2:39 But after you shall arise another kingdom inferior to yours; then another, a third kingdom of
bronze, which shall rule over all the earth. 40 And the fourth kingdom shall be as strong as iron,
inasmuch as iron breaks in pieces and shatters everything; and like iron that crushes, that kingdom will
break in pieces and crush all the others. 41 Whereas you saw the feet and toes, partly of potter's clay and
partly of iron, the kingdom shall be divided; yet the strength of the iron shall be in it, just as you saw the
iron mixed with ceramic clay. 42 And as the toes of the feet were partly of iron and partly of clay, so the
kingdom shall be partly strong and partly fragile. 43 As you saw iron mixed with ceramic clay, they will
mingle with the seed of men; but they will not adhere to one another, just as iron does not mix with clay.
44 And in the days of these kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom which shall never be
destroyed; and the kingdom shall not be left to other people; it shall break in pieces and consume all these
kingdoms, and it shall stand forever. 45 Inasmuch as you saw that the stone was cut out of the mountain
without hands, and that it broke in pieces the iron, the bronze, the clay, the silver, and the gold — the
great God has made known to the king what will come to pass after this. The dream is certain, and
its interpretation is sure."
Isa 1:21 How the faithful city has become a harlot! It was full of justice; righteousness lodged in it,
but now murderers. 22 Your silver has become dross, your wine mixed with water. 23 Your
princes are rebellious, and companions of thieves; everyone loves bribes, and follows after rewards.
They do not defend the fatherless, nor does the cause of the widow come before them. 24 Therefore
the Lord says, the Lord of hosts, the Mighty One of Israel, "Ah, I will rid Myself of My adversaries,
and take vengeance on My enemies. 25 I will turn My hand against you, and thoroughly purge away
your dross, and take away all your alloy. 26 I will restore your judges as at the first, And your
counselors as at the beginning. Afterward you shall be called the city of righteousness, the faithful
city.”
Ezek 22:1 Moreover the word of the Lord came to me, saying, 2 "Now, son of man, will you judge,
will you judge the bloody city? Yes, show her all her abominations! 3 Then say, 'Thus says the Lord
God: "The city sheds blood in her own midst, that her time may come; and she makes idols within
herself to defile herself. 4 You have become guilty by the blood which you have shed, and have
defiled yourself with the idols which you have made. You have caused your days to draw near, and
have come to the end of your years; therefore I have made you a reproach to the nations, and a
mockery to all countries. 5 Those near and those far from you will mock you as infamous and full
of tumult. 6 "Look, the princes of Israel: each one has used his power to shed blood in you. 7 In you
they have made light of father and mother; in your midst they have oppressed the stranger; in you
they have mistreated the fatherless and the widow. 8 You have despised My holy things and
profaned My Sabbaths. 9 In you are men who slander to cause bloodshed; in you are those who eat
on the mountains; in your midst they commit lewdness. 10 In you men uncover their fathers'
nakedness; in you they violate women who are set apart during their impurity. 11 One commits
abomination with his neighbor's wife; another lewdly defiles his daughter-in-law; and another in
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you violates his sister, his father's daughter. 12 In you they take bribes to shed blood; you take usury
and increase; you have made profit from your neighbors by extortion, and have forgotten Me," says
the Lord God. Go to verse 19 Therefore thus says the Lord God: 'Because you have all become
dross, therefore behold, I will gather you into the midst of Jerusalem. 20 As men gather silver,
bronze, iron, lead, and tin into the midst of a furnace, to blow fire on it, to melt it; so I will gather
you in My anger and in My fury, and I will leave you there and melt you. 21 Yes, I will gather you
and blow on you with the fire of My wrath, and you shall be melted in its midst. 22 As silver is
melted in the midst of a furnace, so shall you be melted in its midst; then you shall know that I, the
Lord, have poured out My fury on you.'"
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